PRESS RELEASE

Biznet GIO Nusantara Launches Four New Services
Offering The Best Business Solutions for Customers
Biznet GIO Backup, GIO Storage, GIO Bricks, and GIO Box Service

Jakarta, 26 May 2016 – PT. Biznet Gio Nusantara (Biznet GIO), a joint venture between Biznet and Internet Initiative
Japan Inc. (IIJ) officially launched its latest service, GIO Backup Service, a complete IT solution specially designed for
business/corporate segment that offers technology features to restore and protect corporate data/server, including
data center facility that will protect corporate data from any kind of disasters. Biznet GIO also launched its latest GIO
Storage Service, a durable and highly scalable storage service that provides various REST API (Amazon S3
compatible) to store any amount of data. GIO Bricks is also being introduced as a platform, which will be the best
solution for business, offering simple and quick setup to be deployed within minutes. Moreover, Biznet GIO also
launched the new GIO Box, an online storage that can be accessed from any devices, which files can be synced and
shared to anyone at anytime from anywhere.
GIO Backup
GIO Backup provides protection for critical corporate data based on the latest easy-to-operate technology, with
maximum security, scalable, and reliable. GIO Backup offers pay-as-you-go service method, which can be applied
without any minimum value or commitment. As the leading solution for business segment, GIO Backup offers various
user-friendly features. Here are several main features offered by GIO Backup:


Anywhere Restore
GIO Backup offers convenient ability for users to restore or backup data using any machines regardless any
platform.



Centralized Management
Users can manage data for both virtual and physical machine, and it can be done from one location where
users can backup data, review the latest status and receive information about the data using only one console
in one location.



Data Compressing
With an integrated feature to compress and reduplicated data, backup data volume can be reduced up to 90%,
which will optimize backup speed, reduce storage requirements, and minimalize network loads.



Data Encryption
All backups will be automatically encrypted and transmitted over a safe AES-256 encrypted algorithm that has
been approved by the Government.

“We understand that more companies require data backup technology or solution to ensure corporate data is stored
securely, but still able to be easily accessed, so we could use the data immediately, not only using the device that are
located inside the office but also using other devices located out of the office. Therefore, we decided to develop GIO
Backup technology that is hoped to be the best solution for corporate data restore and management. Offered in an
affordable price, corporations can still running company operations without worrying about the high budget for data
management”, said Andre Jenie, VP Sales Biznet GIO Cloud.
GIO Backup is a multiplatform backup system applicable for Windows or Linux-based servers, and computers/laptop
with Windows, Mac, or Linux OS. Moreover, GIO Backup Service also supports applications like Microsoft SQL,
Microsoft Exchange and Windows System State, backup server for VMware and Hyper-V. All features offered by GIO
Backup Service are specifically designed for business/corporate segment, providing solutions for several issues such
as below:
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Disaster Recovery
GIO Backup has the best backup technology that can restore all data that are stored in the system with one
easy step.



Remote Backups
GIO Backup solution can be accessed from several locations but still mainly controlled by centralized
management, giving an easy disaster recovery solution with easy-to-use backup technology.



Laptop and Desktop Backups
GIO Backup provides comprehensive features that protect all working devices within a company.

GIO Storage
As a durable and highly scalable Cloud storage to store any amount of data, GIO Storage provides users with the
suitable space to store large amounts of data at low and predictable cost. Users will only need to pay a usage-based
fee with no minimum commitment and without any up-front cost. Moreover, users are able to store as much data as
they require as there is no limitation for the space size. Users don’t need to secure any extra resources for your future
requirements.
Developed based on the latest technology and specifically designed to meet the demand for a flexible and costefficient data storage service, GIO Storage is the best solution for any data storage requirements. GIO Storage offers
the best features that will be the most suitable service for data management, which include:


Backup and Archiving
GIO Storage offers a highly durable, scalable, and secure storage for backing up and archiving your important
data



Data Store for Big Data Analytics
GIO Storage can be used as a big data object store with high scalability and flexibility. GIO Storage offers a
solution to help users manage their big data by reducing costs. Scaling based on the users’ demand.



Content Storage
GIO Storage provides high durability with available storage for a variety of contents. It allows users to migrate
their storage infrastructure into the Cloud, where they can take advantage of GIO Storage’s high scalability
and usage-based pricing to deal with their needs.

“Our young and dynamic team has never stopped developing ideas and technology to provide the best data storage
service for all of our customers, ranging from corporate, SMB, individual and consumer segment. We are confident
that GIO Backup Service and GIO Storage can be the best solutions for all customer segments”, added Andre.
GIO Bricks
Biznet GIO Nusantara also introduces GIO Bricks, a platform that runs any Java, PHP, Ruby, Node.js, Python or .NET
application. It also supports all available Docker images. A wide array of pre-packaged app-server and database
choices provide the broadest range of application support with agile scaling. GIO Bricks will be the best solution for
business, offering simple and quick setup so it can be deployed in a minute. It is a fully elastic server with automatic
scale up and down within a single server and multiple servers depending on the actual traffic.
GIO Bricks will be the perfect solution for business, offering several advantages and features below:


Rapid Deployment
GIO Bricks provides management flexibility with access to application and infrastructure configuration files
through a simple UI
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Agile Scalability
GIO Bricks supports automatic vertical and horizontal scalability, allowing each application to use only those
resources required at any time



App-aware Infrastructure
Infrastructure interprets the exact resource consumption of each application and application container sizes
can be kept to a minimum scaling



New or Legacy Apps
There is no proprietary APIs to code, so legacy applications can be supported without change. Java, PHP and
Ruby applications can be delayed in minutes and can immediately take advantage of seamless scalability and
high availability



Enterprise-level Security
Configuration errors are mitigated with automatic installs. Application and databases are isolated for maximum
uptime and security



Compatibility/Support
o Java, PHP, Ruby support
o Tomcat, TomEE, Jetty, Glassfish, Nginx, Elastic VDS, Apache
o GIT, SVN, Zip, War, Maven
o Eclipse, Netbeans, IntelliJ IDEA
o SQL (MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, No SQL (MongoDB, CouchDB)
o Pre-built Integrations with Industry-standard Tools and Applications

GIO Box
As an online storage that can be accessed from any devices, and the files can be synced and shared to anyone at
anytime from anywhere, GIO Box provides large capacity storage at a very affordable price. The files are securely
saved and can also be synced and shared safely.
GIO Box offers five features to provide users with reliable and secure data storage service:


Highly Reliable
GIO Box is built on GIO Cloud that provides high reliability with top-of-the-line hardware and software and
system redundancy



Unlimited Data Storage
The service can be upgraded to unlimited storage if users subscribe to Biznet Wifi service



Secure Connection
GIO Box encrypts users’ files in transit with secured https connections



Synchronize Anytime Anywhere
Users can use Mobile or Desktop Client to synchronize their favourite folders seamlessly with their GIO Box
from anywhere at anytime



Share with People
Users can share files with their team or anybody using links with some features like upload rights, passwords
and automatic expiration.

Moreover, GIO Box is also offering special promotion offering 50GB free storage for the first 1000 accounts.
Another exciting news from Biznet GIO, we are delighted to announce that our GIO Cloud and GIO Enterprise Cloud
are now available in Bali, offering reliable and high-quality Cloud services as the perfect solution for business and
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individuals in Bali area. For more information about GIO Cloud services and coverage area please visit Biznet GIO
website at www.biznetgiocloud.com.
---About Biznet Networks
Biznet Networks is a company that focuses on telecommunication and multimedia business, with a commitment to
build modern infrastructure to reduce Indonesia’s digital gap with other developed countries. Biznet Networks owns
and operates the most advance fiber optic network and data center in Indonesia. For more information about the
company and services, please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.
About Internet Initiative Japan (IIJ)
Founded in 1992, Internet Initiative Japan Inc. (IIJ, NASDAQ: IIJI, Tokyo Stock Exchange TSE1: 3774) is one of the
most complete and renowned internet access and network solutions provider in Japan. IIJ and its corporate group
provide network solutions that serve high-end corporate customers. IIJ services include high- quality systems
integration, cloud computing, data center, security, mobile and internet access. In addition, IIJ has built one of the
biggest internet backbone in Japan that is connected with the United States, the United Kingdom and Asia. IIJ was
listed on NASDAQ in 1999 and in the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2006. For more information
regarding IIJ, please visit the IIJ website at http://www.iij.ad.jp/en.
For more information, please contact:
Renya Nuringtyas
Corporate Communication Manager - Biznet Networks
Phone: +62-813-17084024
Email: Renya_Nuringtyas@biznetnetworks.com
Corporate_Communication@biznetnetworks.com
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